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Abstract 

The interaction of RF field with toroidally trapped particles (bananas) can cause their 
intrinsic stochasticky diffusion both in the configuration and velocity space [1,2,3]. In RF 
heating and/or current drive regimes, RF field can interact with plasma particles and with 
thermonuclear alpha particles. The aim of this contribution is to give some analytical 
estimates of induced radial diffusion of alphas and of ions. 

1 Canonical apparatus 

For the study of RF field-banana interaction, the Hamiltonian approach is very suitable. We 
use the system of canonically conjugated coordinates Qi and momenta P,-, derived and discussed 
in [4,5.2]. Here, Q\ is the angle of the cyclotron rotation, and Qi and Qz are the poloidal and 

toroidal angles, respectively. Further, Pi = '-%£-t Pi = r е
2
Вт, P3,is determined as l/2Mv?, = 

—*2М]$* ; R = Ro + rcosQ2. Ro, a are the major and minor radii, respectively, r is the 
radial position of the guiding centre of a particle, Av is the toroidal component of the vector 
potential A, uc is the cyclotron frequency and Вт is the toroidal magnetic field. M is the mass 
and e is the charge of a particle, respectively.The corresponding Hamiltonian HQ of a particle in 
the toroidal system is 

Ho-udí + m s ? • (1) 

The corresponding Hamiltonian equations are integrable and represent - for banana parameters 
- the banana motion. 

The effect of. LHW (in its electrostatic wave representation) or of FW (as a circular left-
handed polarized wave) can be described by the total Hamiltonian H = Ho + # 1 , wheiu 
H\(LHW,F\V) i s 

K\{LHW) = eí>o Yu МкХйе)ехр(г7г(<5г + Q2) + г&цДоФз ~ »wi) (2) 
71 

t « 0 P 
H\(FW) = I J2 nMkiPc) exp(t'n(Qi + Qi) + ik^R0Q3 - iut) (3) 

J - W n 

where <[>0 is the amplitude of the potential of LHW, Ex is the electric component of FW, and 
where u). /c||. /v'x are the frequency and the parallel and perpendicular components of the wave 
vector k. The banana trajectory is given by the values r0, v±0, иц0, where r0 is the largest value 
ol the radius of the trajectory in the poloidnl plane, and vio and ?;ц0 are the corresponding 
velocities of the particle in the same position in the equatorial plane. To obtain (2). we used 



for У/i the simple expression Il\ — еФ, where Ф is the potential of the electrostatic wave in the 
form 

Ф = <[»0e.\p,'(,-'J-r+;:il;?oi33-u") = Фоехр1'^. 

expressing r - r(Q\,Qi,P\,P-i), using the periodicity of r on Qy, Qi and expanding the 
expression for Ф into the Fourier scries, we obtain (2). The expression (3) was obtained by 
similar way. The total llamiltonian II, including the efToct of RF field, depends in the toroidal 
coordinates and momenta r, О, ф, pr, pg, p$ on the components of A, Ад, Лф. Expressing 
Ag = Ag + Ag, where Ag represents the circular wave (again with the argument ф), transforming 
into Qi, P{ coordinates, expanding the Hamiltonian II into the form II = IIo + IIi and expanding 
exp11'' again into the Fourier series, we obtain (3). 

2 Interaction of toroidally trapped alpha particles with LHW 
For this case of this interaction, the resultant effect depends on the value of k±pc (where pc is 
the Larmor radius). A nonnegligible interaction can exist only for kxPc > n (see e.g.[6]). For 
typical ITER parameters and for sufficiently high frequency / (in [6], / = 5GHz), the interaction 
is negligible. Nevertheless, there are still some possibilities of a stronger interaction. In [7], the 
proposal of the current drive, generated by intensive LHW pulses, penetrating into the plasma 
core, appeared. It is possible that in this case, a part of LHW spectrum can possesss a large 
hx component. Further, using the multijunction grill technique, the existence of the subsidiary 
part of the spectrum with e.g. three times larger An (and, therefore, also larger k±) cannot be 
avoided [8]. Consequently, it is still reasonable to discuss a possible effect of LHW on alphas. 

The LHW-banana interaction possesses two properties, making exact analytical discussion 
impossible. During one banana period, a particle can cross several resonances of the type 

ш - &[|tt|| - nuc = 0 (4) 

the number of which (together with their position) depends on the banana geometry. Further, 
LHW appears in the tokamak geometry in complicated geometrical structures (cones). To obtain 
some relevant analytical results, a suitable approximative approach is necessary. 

The strongest LHW-banana interaction occurs in the region of the banana tip. The banana 
geometry (given by TQ, V±, V\\) in the given magnetic field and for given frequency gives the 
possibility to find along the banana the number of resonances ,Дп. Replacing therefore the 
actual resonant effect by means of An resonances in the tip, we obtain for the discussed banana 
the upper limit of the resonance effect. The changes of the relevant coordinates by crossing of 
one resonance are (see also [9]) 

ДД-(,-=1,2) = -e$oJn(kipe)nI- (5) 
ЛР3 = АЛАцЛо (6) 

/ = 21'3[nvl]QuBUcoRo2q-1r0(l + г0/Ло)_ 2]-1 / 33-2 / 31/Г(2/3). (7) 

Here, LOB is the banana frequency for well trapped particles, w^ is the cyclotron frequency 
in the centre (for r = 0),q is the averaged safety factor in the banana region and Г is the 
gamma function. Further, |/;i$o! = Ex (the perpendicular component of the electric field). 
Using the inverse transformation to the original coordinates we can determine the radial shift 
of the banana tip, Ar, and estimate the radial diffusion coefficient,DT as 

DT =< (Ar)2 > wB/2« (3) 
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supposing a fully stochastic regime. The symbol <> means the averaging over the resonant 
phases. For the global estimation, we shall use the averaged value of DT 

DT,av - \ I пафо]~х / / / rfr0rf«j.od«||0 A nn0o-T r - 1 —-r— (9) 
v J J J " Лицо A v±0 Л r0 

Here, 7ia(r0) is the density of trapped particles, the regions Аиц0, Дихо are determined by the 
banana geometry and Aro is given by the considered region. The limits of the integration are 
as follows: 

/ 2r0 \ i n ,-R-o-гол 
rmaX = 1 , r m i n = 0 , I 7 | | m a x = VX0(-Z — Г , W||0 = 0) V±0max = *>a, UXOmin = M • . )» 

" -/t0 — Го -Ho + Го 

where va is the total velocity of alpha particle (with the energy 3.52 MeV.). A?i is again the total 
number of resonances, appearing during one banana period. We have evaluated approximately 
the value of DTfiV for ITER parameters, for na as 

na = nQ0[l - (г/я)2]2 (10) 

for the region ro(0.75o,a) and for Ex = 10 sVm -1 . The last value corresponds approximately 
to ITER parameters and to 100 MW of power. We obtain 

DTiav « 1.3 x 10-3m25_ 1 . • (11) 

This rather slow diffusion declares that for LHCD (and far less for the mentioned case of 
the subsidiary LHW spectrum) the diffusion of alphas cannot influence the energy balance. The 
LHCD with the intensive pulses requires further study. 

3 Interaction of toroidally trapped particles with FW 
The heating of plasmas by means of FW is usually considered in the minority ions or second 
harmonics schemes. FW will also interact with banana ions. Here, we shall approximately 
estimate the effect of FW on banana particles from the minority part. This part is here 
supposed to be represented by protons (in the deuterium plasma). Also in this case , the 
resonant interaction is given by the resonant condition (4) and can be treated analogously to 
LHW, using for the Hamiltonian II\ its FW representation. Contrary to the LHW case, the 
resonance for FW case appears approximately on one resonance surface (going e.g. through го). 
A banana trajectory can penetrate through this surface maximally four times per one banana 
period. 

Passing the resonance region, the change Ar0 (and, analogously, A^xo, Аиц0 ) of the banana 
can be determined , using the expression for banana trajectory [3], г = r(v±o,v\\0,ro, Q2) and 
using the Hamiltonian # I ,FIV ,as [10] 

A r0 = Дг0(Дг, Ди х , Д«||, r0, vxo, вц0, <22,г«), (12) 

and, analogously, for further parameters. Here, Q2,Tes is the poloidal angle Qi for the resonance 
region. Further, Ar, Auxi Аиц are the resonant changes of instantaneous values of r, v±, v^ 
by crossing of the banana trajectory through the resonance (4). They are determined by the 
system (5-7) by use of the canonical perturbation method. 

Analogously, only the case with the resonance in the banana tip can be treated without 
difficulties. Choosing further the resonance region for г = 0, considering E± = 1021/с77г-1, 
/;j. = 10277i~1, the shifts in r0 and in Qimax are related as Aro s; - r 0 A Q?max- Consequently. 



there is a strong coupling between the change of the poloidal angle od the tip, and the radial 
diffusion. 

bet us estimate (for a typical banana) the characteristic time, AT, in which this banana 
changes its poloidal angle of the tip, Qimax, from i?2max = 7r to Q^max = ~/2 , considering 
changes only in the perpendicular velocity and neglecting all other changes. Choosing TQ = a, 
Q-imax - ж> M'c perpendicular energy W±o = 1.6A-eV, and correspondingly, W\\0 ^= l.SkeV, the 
mentioned change in Qimax requires the increase Alfj. ss IS AkeV. Considering further the 
energy diffusion coefficient, Dw &s 

Dw =< (wc Д Л ) 2 > ыв/2тс (13) 

(where <> means the averaging over the phases of resonant banana-RF interaction) we obtain 
the maximal value of Dw as Dw « 2.7 X 10 - 2 G72s_ 1 . The lowest value of Dw corresponds to 
trapped particles with Qimax — т> the largest value, to particles with Qimax = f j both for the 
same го-

The characteristic time, AT, is then given as Dw AT = (AWj_)2 i from which AT « 8x 10 - 4 . 
Considering the lowest possible value of Dw, we obtain the following limit 

8 x l(T4s <AT< 2.5 x 10 - 2s. (14) 

The diffusion length, given by the neoclassical diffusion coefficient, can be for this time defined as 
Д/ = (Dneo Ат)з and is for the weakest RF diffusion Д/ = 0.1m < a. Consequently, for larger 
diffusion coefficients from the region (14), the diffusion length can be expected considerably 
larger. Since a considerable part of the trapped minority ions will change its position to the lower 
magnetic part during this time, it can be assumed that trapped minority ions will predominately 
occupy the low magnetic field part. This effect can have interesting physical consequences, as 
has been mentioned by Hsu [10] and Chen [11]. (For heating on the second harmonics, the 
exodus of trapped plasma ions from "the higher magnetic field part can be also expected. This 
surplus of ions can create a poloidal electric field, as mentioned in [10,11]). 

4 Quasilinear lines of diffusion. Estimate of the stochasticity 
threshold 

Having the total Hamiltonian II in the action-angle form = H(Ji,W{), and considering all 
frequencies u; independent on J,-, the energy integral, given by the integration of the canonical 
equations, will have the form of Kennel-Engelmann constraint (see Becoulet [9]) 

u lo( l ~ ш/шсо) + vjj0 = const. (15) 

(the subscripts label values on the equatorial plane). Admitting a weak nonlinearity in banana 
oscillations, this constraint will be modified as 

ulo(l - w/wc0 + - т г ^ — ) + V||0 = const. (16) 

Here Hi represents the energy of poloidal oscillations, a is given as a = 2MTQUJ^ and is 
substantially larger then Hi and jV2 is the resonant harmonics of the banana frequency. The 
modification can therefore bring some changes only for large N^. 

Concerning the stochasticity threshold, the more exact estimate requires - due to 3D cha
racter of banana motion - the numerical simulation. For rough estimate,the threshold can be 

Л 



я 
determined, using th l fact that the main changes of the phase, which appears in H\, are given 
by uc. Then the stochasticky threshold requires (see also [12]) 

L Лф = ~ Л г г й | - - (1/) 

•Í 
die 
elof 

VV'c have obtained for LHW and our parameter Hie valle Аф = 0.1, whereas for F\V the value 
1.4 . We can therefore expected for LHW lower degreelof the stochastization then for FW. 
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Appendix. 

In the foregoing, the system of equations (12), determining the change of banana parameters under 
the influence of RF fields, has been mentioned. Here, we gi\-e an example of this system in a simplified 
form, namely, for the case when the resonance zone goes through the plasma centre and for Qimax я* f • 
Then the changes of basic banana parameters, Дг0, Auj.0> &vp> Д(?2тах are (for the case of иц0 in the 
direction of the plasma current) 

Д r = Д)-0 -f [—-^ + 2(vj.o Д vxo + 2vj|o A f||o) 2 , 0 2 ]S + -<5 Д Q 2 m a r cos \ (18) 

лп - "Avx R° и r° ^ Uc°v i" R° i пол 

Д Й 0 Д И « - % ! Д 4 (2i) 
V||o Wc 

Here, u>cpot is the cyclotron frequency in the poloidal field, S is the thickness of the banana. 
The second remark is connected with the problem of the quasilinear lines of diffusion. Let us consider 

that the poloidal oscillations arc described by the Hamiltonian Hi = #2(^2) (which forms the part of the 
total separable llamiltonian H). In the foregoing, \vc discussed the effect of the nonlincarity of banana 

http://Phys.Rew.Iett.53


oscillations. Nevertheless, the incorporation of the poloidal motion into the total Uamiltonian obviously 
extends the quasilincar constraint also into this degree of freedom. The action J2 >s determined by Pi as 

-Š/ PidQ*. (22) 

Since Pi is in our canonical representation also the measure of the radial displacement, the constraint in 
the quasilincar diffusion will now include also the radial displacement of bananas. 

Approximately, '.he coupling between the energy absorption and the radial shift can be determined, 
using our expression (18 - 21) from the banana dynamics under the effect of RF field. For small changes, 
\vc obtain 

pL = ^£[ ^ w « _ 1]Ц + _ ^ ^ £ д г о - ^ Г 1 - (23) 

This equation therefore couples the shifts Диц0, Avxo and Дт'о. Here, uc satisfies the resonant 
condition 

и - uc - k\\ U|| = 0 (24) 

and Ли, ČÍVI (changes of v, v± in the resonant point) must be determined - for given banana and the 
resonant position - from the canonical equations. 
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